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If you re interested in purchasing the audio CD of the story and songs from the
book, A Snowflake Dream, contact the author, Christine, at
cjr60089@gmail.com. The price for each CD is $10 plus shipping.

Have you ever wished that a magic wand could make your dreams come true?

Have you ever wondered "where snowflakes live, what they think or if they
giggle?"

Share a young girl s imaginative dream journey, as she seeks to find answers to
these and other wondering questions in the heartwarming story of . . .

A Snowflake Dream

It is the eve of Hannah s 7th birthday and still her special dream has not come
true. After a lonely discouraging first day at her new school in the north, Hannah
falls asleep and dreams of taking a mysterious journey to a glistening ice-
kingdom, where whimsical snow-crystal characters inspire her to keep believing
and lead her to discover the magic of snowflakes and dreams!
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Following the story, children will learn more about snowflakes, share a special
lesson on signing with Hannah''''s new deaf friend, Miguel and enjoy an inspiring
collection of children s special dreams and wishes for the world! Children are
then invited to share their own dreams remembering that . . .

"dreams may only come true for those who dare to imagine, dream and believe."

"A delightful book & lovely C.D. of story & songs . . . all with an uplifting
message for children of all ages!"

Pat Fuhs, Children s
Editorial Specialist

"Children will thoroughly enjoy this unique shimmering winter tale and the
inspiring snowflake/ dream activity journal that follows!

Victoria Burns Taylor, Easton, Ma.

*A portion of the proceeds from this book will help benefit:

Icoda . . . International center on deafness & the arts, Northbrook, IL

Mercy Home for boys and girls, Chicago, IL

The Satellite Happiness Clubs, Chicago & Wheeling IL
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If you re interested in purchasing the audio CD of the story and songs from the book, A Snowflake Dream,
contact the author, Christine, at cjr60089@gmail.com. The price for each CD is $10 plus shipping.

Have you ever wished that a magic wand could make your dreams come true?

Have you ever wondered "where snowflakes live, what they think or if they giggle?"

Share a young girl s imaginative dream journey, as she seeks to find answers to these and other wondering
questions in the heartwarming story of . . .

A Snowflake Dream

It is the eve of Hannah s 7th birthday and still her special dream has not come true. After a lonely
discouraging first day at her new school in the north, Hannah falls asleep and dreams of taking a mysterious
journey to a glistening ice-kingdom, where whimsical snow-crystal characters inspire her to keep believing
and lead her to discover the magic of snowflakes and dreams!

Following the story, children will learn more about snowflakes, share a special lesson on signing with
Hannah''''s new deaf friend, Miguel and enjoy an inspiring collection of children s special dreams and wishes
for the world! Children are then invited to share their own dreams remembering that . . .

"dreams may only come true for those who dare to imagine, dream and believe."



"A delightful book & lovely C.D. of story & songs . . . all with an uplifting message for children of all ages!"

Pat Fuhs, Children s
Editorial Specialist

"Children will thoroughly enjoy this unique shimmering winter tale and the inspiring snowflake/ dream
activity journal that follows!

Victoria Burns Taylor, Easton, Ma.

*A portion of the proceeds from this book will help benefit:

Icoda . . . International center on deafness & the arts, Northbrook, IL

Mercy Home for boys and girls, Chicago, IL

The Satellite Happiness Clubs, Chicago & Wheeling IL
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Editorial Review

About the Author

Since attaining her B.A. in Music in 1977, Christine has been sharing her gifts and "magic sparkles,"
encouraging her preschool students and children s audiences to laugh, sing, wonder, imagine, dream, and
believe! Christine is a gifted singer, teacher, music, and imagination children s performer, writer/creator,
lyricist/songwriter composing the songs from the story found on the C.D. audio version of this book. In 1997
she wrote and premiered her first story entitled The Snow Princess to enthusiastic reviews at children s
centers and educational stores and now, just 4 years later, A Snowflake Dream has finally sprouted "sparkling
wings to fly!" Christine resides in Buffalo Grove, IL, with her husband David and teenage daughter Rebecca.

From the Author . . . My dream has always been to create a seasonal story that celebrates each child s
unique gifts and dreams, beliefs, handicaps, and ethnicity. So it was on one snowy winter s night that I
discovered nature had provided the perfect universal symbol for such a story . . . the unique and magical
snowflake! The silent snowflake relays a very clear and simple message. That we are all unique and are
blessed with special sparkling gifts and dreams of our own to share. When we stop to think that nearly every
invention or creation began with a dream . . . or we recall all of the contributions made by the great dreamers
and visionaries of our time . . . it is easy to see why encouraging our children at an early age to imagine,
dream, and believe is so important. As a tribute to all the child dreamers of the world, I have chosen to
donate a percentage of the proceeds of this book to help 3 very special children s organizations, whose
children s dreams are showcased in this book. It is my hope that when children read their special words and
dreams, they too will be inspired to follow their own dreams and help make a difference in the world . . .
because every dream counts!

About the illustrator . . .

Larflyn s is a gifted, published artist, copywriter, creative writer, entrepreneur, and inventor who launched
his career at 19 as a freelance fashion illustrator. Since then he has been building a solid background in the
art world. A dreamer at heart, when Larflyn first read the story, he immediately embraced the story s
message and eagerly welcomed the challenge of illustrating A Snowflake Dream! He now resides in the
Chicagoland area with his beautiful wife Tatyana.

Users Review

From reader reviews:



David Gaytan:

In this 21st millennium, people become competitive in each way. By being competitive now, people have do
something to make these survives, being in the middle of the crowded place and notice by means of
surrounding. One thing that occasionally many people have underestimated the item for a while is reading.
Yes, by reading a publication your ability to survive boost then having chance to endure than other is high.
For you who want to start reading a new book, we give you this A Snowflake Dream book as nice and daily
reading book. Why, because this book is usually more than just a book.

Joseph Fulkerson:

The experience that you get from A Snowflake Dream could be the more deep you excavating the
information that hide inside the words the more you get considering reading it. It doesn't mean that this book
is hard to recognise but A Snowflake Dream giving you joy feeling of reading. The copy writer conveys their
point in a number of way that can be understood by anyone who read the idea because the author of this
guide is well-known enough. That book also makes your current vocabulary increase well. That makes it
easy to understand then can go along, both in printed or e-book style are available. We suggest you for
having this particular A Snowflake Dream instantly.

Ryan Dewitt:

Often the book A Snowflake Dream will bring someone to the new experience of reading the book. The
author style to elucidate the idea is very unique. If you try to find new book to study, this book very
appropriate to you. The book A Snowflake Dream is much recommended to you to see. You can also get the
e-book from the official web site, so you can quicker to read the book.

Wayne Joseph:

This A Snowflake Dream is great guide for you because the content that is certainly full of information for
you who else always deal with world and also have to make decision every minute. This kind of book reveal
it information accurately using great coordinate word or we can say no rambling sentences in it. So if you are
read the item hurriedly you can have whole data in it. Doesn't mean it only will give you straight forward
sentences but difficult core information with beautiful delivering sentences. Having A Snowflake Dream in
your hand like obtaining the world in your arm, details in it is not ridiculous just one. We can say that no
publication that offer you world inside ten or fifteen small right but this e-book already do that. So , it is
good reading book. Heya Mr. and Mrs. busy do you still doubt in which?
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